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RubbaSmart
RubbaSmart is an impact absorbing safety surface for
playgrounds and play areas. It uses a polyurethane/
rubber composite mixed on site and wet poured in

Wet pour is the classic surfacing
solution for play areas and
RubbaSmart from PlaySmart is
a high quality wet pour solution.
Available in a range of colours and in
a range of thicknesses, RubbaSmart
can be used to brighten up any
playground whether you want
use solid colour or incorporate
crazy designs. Contact us today!

place to give a durable, low maintenance play surface.
Available in a wide range of colours, RubbaSmart is an
ideal solution for simple and complex designs alike and
PlaySmart will be happy to support you from design
and layout to installation and aftercare.

Accident Smart
Although often speciﬁed for aesthetic reasons,
RubbaSmart is, above all, a safety surface and can be
speciﬁed at varying thicknesses in order to provide a
range of Critical Fall Heights from 20mm (0.7m CFH)
to 130mm (3.0m CFH). In some cases, such as where
the sub base is type 1 MOT stone, we recommend a
minimum thickness of 40mm.

Environmentally Smart

Access Smart

Environmental responsibility is very important to

Unlike some safety surfaces, RubbaSmart is a

PlaySmart; many of our products are recycled or

continuous, unitary surface which will provide easy

recyclable and, as a company, we operate in an

access for all users. It can be installed without the need

environmentally conscious way. The base surfaces for

for raised surfaces so, when moving from external areas

RubbaSmart use recycled rubber crumb which is an

on to the safety surface, there will be no noticeable

ideal base for an impact absorbing surface. The crumb

change in height levels and no trip edges giving easy

is sourced from old tyres which reduces the amount

access to both wheelchair and pushchair users.

of virgin resources used and also diverts rubber tyre
waste from going to landﬁll.

Installation Smart
RubbaSmart can be installed on top of existing surfaces
such as concrete, tarmac or ﬂags or we can install a
sub-base in open textured macadam or type 1 MOT stone.
Installing over existing surfaces can eliminate the need
for groundworks but it needs to be in reasonably good
condition and will need drainage holes to be drilled
across the surface. Where a sub base is to be installed,
open textured macadam can be used for surfaces
between 20 and 30mm but type 1 MOT stone should be
used for surfaces of 40mm or thicker. In all instances, we
will install an EPDM upper layer to give desired design.

Maintenance Smart
Unlike loose ﬁll surfaces, RubbaSmart stays in place
as the rubber forms a solid surface. It is vandal
resistant and can be swept regularly to remove
any debris. It is low maintenance with only occasional
sweeping or hosing down needed as required to
remove debris, grime or moss. In the unfortunate event

“

Testimonials
“I would just like to say what a fantastic job
your company has done with our play area,
your team of installers were very professional
and it was nice to see them take pride in
their work. It has transformed the play area and

that the surface becomes damaged, we can provide

parents I have spoken to love the surface as it

repair kits – we can also provide a repair service.

keeps the children clean and more importantly

Value Smart
Not only does RubbaSmart tick all the boxes in terms
of safety and aesthetics, it offers great value too. It is
a cost effective alternative to surfaces such as loose
ﬁll and, as it is durable and low maintenance, costs for

protects them from any serious injury.”
“I would have no hesitation in recommending
PlaySmart and I look forward to working with
you in future.”

South Norfolk Council

replacement and ongoing upkeep are also low.
“I would like to put on record my sincere thanks
for your company’s swift and efﬁcient service
in replacing the damaged matting prior to our
ofﬁcial opening of the Lickey Hills Play Boulder.
I understand your staff travelled a considerable
distance yet carried out the repair with no fuss
within a day.”
“The opening by the Lord Mayor went well.
Everything was good as new on the day

As a result, specifying RubbaSmart
leaves a greater proportion of project
budgets available for spending on
equipment and other items.

(and is still in excellent condition one month on).
All concerned were very impressed with the
service received.”

Birmingham City Council
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A surface with a smile
RubbaSmart can be used to brighten up any playground
whether you want use solid colour or incorporate crazy designs.
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